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Introduction:  

From Fragmentation to Reconstruction 

 

 

 

German society during the Weimar Republic of 1919-1933 is often described as 

chaotic and fragmentary. This moment in Germany’s history was characterized by an 

economic depression, widespread political instability precipitated by Germany’s loss in 

World War I, as well as a sense of humiliation felt by its population as a result of this 

defeat. Weimar citizens viewed society as in a state of disintegration. The fields of 

psychology and psychiatry grew proportionately, in part, due to the war, with many 

Germans returning home with psychological trauma such as shellshock. There was also 

social trauma in the form of the German Revolution of 1918-1919 which witnessed 

competing political parties, such as the Communist Party of Germany (KPD) coming into 

conflict with the Social Democratic Party of Germany (SPD) in conjunction with fascist 

elements like the Freikorps (nationalist militias), attempting to take political hold within 

this unstable environment. This infighting ultimately led to the suppression of 

communism with the victory of the social democrats and the supplanting of the federal 

constitutional monarchy with a democratic parliamentary republic. To the east, on the 

other hand, communists in Russia were witness to a victorious revolution. In response to 

these social and political situations, there was also a flourishing of art and culture. The 
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avant-garde technique of montage developed in both film and photography out of these 

revolutionary moments.1 

The experimentation with the technique of montage, an inherently fragmentary 

means of artistic expression, became widespread within these contexts of rupture. Art 

seemed to reflect the social conditions, especially in Weimar Germany. Indeed, the 

montage technique and the critical interpretation of montage was ubiquitous within the 

Soviet Union and Weimar Germany during the interwar period. Whether in the literature, 

with Alfred Döblin’s utilization of literary montage in his 1929 novel Berlin 

Alexanderplatz, German Gestalt psychology’s exploration of the fragment/totality 

relationship, in the visual culture with the Berlin Dadaist and Russian Constructivist 

utilization of political photomontage, the montage sequences in the films of Lev 

Kuleshov and Sergei Eisenstein, the epic theatre of Bertolt Brecht, or the critical theory 

of Walter Benjamin and Sigfried Kracauer, montage and fragmentation were shared 

artistic and theoretical concerns with Weimar Germany’s and the Soviet Union’s 

intelligentsia. 

In its earliest form, the medium of photomontage entailed artist-assemblers 

working within the Weimar Republic such as the Berlin Dadaists John Heartfield and 

Hannah Höch constructing scenes of disjuncture. The inherently fragmentary quality of 

the photomontage technique and the medium’s ability to re-present isolated portions of 

                                                      
1 For an overview of Weimar history and the development of montage in this context, see Peter E. Gordon 

and John P. McCormick, eds., Weimar Thought: A Contested Legacy (Princeton: Princeton University 

Press, 2013). See also Andrés Mario Zervigón, John Heartfield and the Agitated Image: Photography, 

Persuasion, and the Rise of Avant-Garde Photomontage (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2012), 

138-179. 
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various photographs and advertisements in innovative configurations, usually pulled from 

the mass media, effectively edited out the “garbage” that Sigfried Kracauer noted as one 

of the aspects of unmanipulated photography.2 The fragmentation of society prompted 

calls to make it whole again, and there was a shift in Heartfield’s photomontage 

technique toward “sutured illusionism” following his early Dada experiments.3  

This thesis will analyze Heartfield’s political photomontages which consisted of 

multiple photographic elements combined with text to produce a clear and persuasive 

political meaning. My analysis of his photomontages will be given a scientific basis by 

exploring theories on memory that arose from the field of psychology during the early 

twentieth-century. The blending of art and science was one of the unique aspects of the 

interwar European avant-garde. In addition, Heartfield’s work will be filtered through the 

theoretical writings of the Weimar-era critical theorist Sigfried Kracauer as well as the 

Soviet filmmaker and theorist Sergei Eisenstein, theories that were likewise informed by 

psychology. This type of analysis will assist in comprehending the technique of 

photomontage within this context and as analogous to memory. I mean to demonstrate 

that the utilization of montage techniques to transform uncoded photographs into coded 

political messages is a process that mirrors memory and the resulting photomontage 

resembles a distorted memory-image. Imitating the structure of memory, Heartfield 

                                                      
2 Sigfried Kracauer, “Photography,” Critical Inquiry 19, no. 3 (1993): 426. 
3 The term “suture” here is referring to pictorial suture or “sutured illusionism” as defined by Sabine 

Kriebel. In his AIZ photomontages, Heartfield undertook a shift in production away from an aesthetic of 

rupture to one of suture. Furthermore, Kriebel differentiates between suture in photomontage and suture as 

it is understood in film theory. Sabine Kriebel, Revolutionary Beauty: The Radical Photomontages of John 

Heartfield (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2014), 11.  
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transformed photographs by changing their meaning, resulting in images that are literally 

memorable. Operating within this environment of amalgamation between art and science, 

and in accord with contemporary scientific and cultural theory on memory, John 

Heartfield’s political photomontages are effective precisely because they mirror memory. 

This thesis is separated into two chapters, each with four sections. Chapter One 

begins by tracing the development of memory research in the first decades of the 

twentieth-century. Beginning with an analysis of the psychology will set the scientific 

foundation that is necessary to an understanding of Heartfield’s photomontage process in 

terms of memory processes. I will be focusing on European advancements made in the 

study of memory, primarily German psychology. My account of memory studies will 

commence with an analysis of two figures that were foundational to the field of 

psychology in the early twentieth-century: memory researcher Richard Semon and his 

theoretical understanding of “engrams” (memory traces) as belonging to engram-

complexes, and a look at Frederic Bartlett’s influential work on reconstructive memory. 

The section that follows focuses on German Gestalt psychology, with a concentration on 

the writings of the Berlin psychologist Kurt Koffka and his formulation of Gestalt laws, 

laws that govern the organization of memories into comprehensible wholes. The 

pervasive nature of psychology studies in Germany will be supplemented by a section on 

German advertising psychology that also explores Heartfield’s training as an advertising 

and design artist. The chapter will conclude with a section on the photomontages of John 

Heartfield filtered through the framework of psychology and scientific memory theory. 
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Chapter Two will shift from scientific theory to early twentieth-century film 

montage and critical theory. The analysis begins with film montage in the Soviet Union, a 

technique that was comprehensively theorized and practiced by Sergei Eisenstein. 

Eisenstein’s theorization of the ideogram and dialectical image will be useful. The study 

follows with the Weimar critical theorist Sigfried Kracauer, focusing on his photography 

essay. Both theorists will be studied for the connections they make between montaged 

images and distorted memory-images. I will also consider the correlation between film 

montage and photomontage as it was being theorized during this time; both mediums 

being viewed as extensions of the other. Therefore, the connection between film montage 

theory and photomontage will be made clear. Lastly, John Heartfield’s photomontages 

from his AIZ (Arbeiter-Illustrierte Zeitung) period will be compared to the Nazi press 

photographs he appropriated; such an analysis will illuminate the alterations committed 

to these images and the resulting distortion of meaning and appearance that takes place. 

There has been a great deal of interest in the work of John Heartfield in the past 

twenty-five years. In 1993, the Museum of Modern Art held the first extensive exhibition 

of John Heartfield’s work in the United States. This exhibition was accompanied by the 

seminal exhibition catalog titled John Heartfield, edited by Peter Pachnicke and Klaus 

Honnef. The same year, David Evans published his comprehensive catalog raisonné John 

Heartfield: AIZ/VI 1930-38. More recently, however, there has been an increase in 

scholarship and publications dedicated to John Heartfield and political photomontage, 

with many of these works being published in the past ten years. Most accounts by 

scholars have tended to focus on the political aspects of Heartfield’s photomontages, and 
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of Berlin Dada more broadly. Art historians have also labored to delineate the trajectory 

of Heartfield’s artistic output by outlining the formative stages in his career. Those stages 

as follows: his training as an advertising and design artist, his Dada years, and his post-

Dada years. The third stage consisted of his work in film animation, book cover design, 

and most notably the photomontages created for the AIZ. Certain publications such as 

Andres Mario Zervigón’s John Heartfield and the Agitated Image: Photography, 

Persuasion, and the Rise of Avant-Garde Photomontage (2012) and Sabine Kriebel’s 

Revolutionary Beauty: The Radical Photomontages of John Heartfield (2014) have been 

invaluable to this study. Pertinent to this thesis, Zervigón has made the connection 

between Heartfield and advertising and suggested that Heartfield’s work was successful 

because his post-Dada work was “suited to human memory.”4 Also pushing Heartfield 

scholarship to new levels, Sabine Kriebel has accounted for Heartfield’s turn toward 

airbrushed photomontages, depicting “visual seamlessness,” as his way of 

psychologically absorbing the viewer, or suturing the beholder.5 While these authors have 

connected Heartfield’s photomontage process to “human memory” and the ways he 

psychologically engaged the viewer, Heartfield has yet to be examined in relation to 

scientific memory research and there has yet to be an in-depth exploration of 

photomontage structure in relation to the memory-image.  

                                                      
4 Andrés Mario Zervigón has suggested that “Heartfield’s mature photomontage succeeded at its 

solicitation because it filtered photography’s abundant information and thus rendered the medium better 

suited to human memory.” Zervigón, John Heartfield and the Agitated Image, 231-232. 
5 Kriebel, Revolutionary Beauty, 11. 
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While my own theories take this foundational scholarship as a starting off point, I 

wish to take the scholarship in a new direction. I hope to expand the understanding of the 

post-Dada photomontage production of John Heartfield that he created for the AIZ by 

taking an interdisciplinary approach. This approach will incorporate theory from the 

fields of twentieth-century psychology (both cognitive and experimental), Gestalt, and 

advertising psychology. German Gestalt psychology, for example, predated and ran 

concurrent with the development of montage techniques in film and photography and it is 

surprising that the connection with Heartfield’s work has yet to be proposed. The 

psychology will then be tied to the contemporaneous film montage and critical theory of 

Weimar Germany and the Soviet Union, both being essential cultural and political centers 

for Heartfield’s development as a political photomonteur.  
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Chapter One:  

Memory Research and Psychology in Early Twentieth-Century Germany 

 

 

 

The theorization of the functioning and structure of memory within the scientific 

community that was occurring in Europe during the early twentieth-century, with an 

emphasis on German advancements made to the field of psychology, must be examined 

to fully grasp John Heartfield’s photomontages as replicating memory-images. I utilize 

the term memory-image as it was understood by critical theorists and psychologists 

operating during this moment. However, the term was being used in scientific writings by 

psychologists studying mental processes as early as the 1890s.6 Accordingly, a memory-

image will be defined as the assembled image that arises from the reconstruction and 

consolidation of separate memory traces. The understanding of memory traces or 

engrams and the way they function to create memory-images was being advanced by 

German psychologists such as Richard Semon (who coined the term engram) and the 

Gestalt psychologists of the Berlin School. By the interwar period, the discipline of 

psychology and the study of memory had become deeply engrained in the culture of 

Weimar Germany; psychology research and applications of those findings flourished. An 

overview of German psychology—from the early 1900s, up until the breakout of the 

                                                      
6 See Madison Bentley, “The Memory Image and Its Qualitative Fidelity,” The American Journal of 

Psychology 11, no. 1 (October 1899): 1-48. 
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Second World War—is necessary to make the connection between memory and 

photomontage clear.  

Of the many psychological methods and schools of thought operating in Europe 

during the early twentieth-century, Gestalt, cognitive, and advertising psychology will be 

the focus of this study.7 The correlation between Gestalt psychology and photomontage is 

apparent in Heartfield’s AIZ production; these photomontages were works that favored 

the structural coherence of the whole over the chaotic nature of unorganized fragments. 

Focusing on a perspective from the field of cognitive psychology will provide the 

scientific theorization on memory that is vital to connecting photomontages to memory-

images. Finally, advertising psychology was pervasive in Germany during this moment, 

reaching the height of its application during the Weimar Republic, and key to Heartfield’s 

development as an advertising artist early in his career. This footing in advertising was 

also instrumental to the creation of Heartfield’s most persuasive political photomontages 

of the 1920s and 1930s.  

Early scientific research performed by psychologists and evolutionary biologists, 

focusing on a cognitive approach to psychology, sought to work out the problems and 

questions concerning human memory. Consequently, they were instrumental in shedding 

light on the reconstructive aspects of memory formation, in the sense that information is 

often distorted. This study will begin in the early twentieth-century with Richard 

                                                      
7 I will not be discussing Freudian psychoanalysis and notions of the unconscious mind as a model from 

which to analyze photomontage. However, the connection between psychoanalysis and cognitive 

psychology has been proposed in the past. See Matthew Hugh Erdelyi, Psychoanalysis: Freud’s Cognitive 

Psychology (New York: W.H. Freeman and Company, 1985). 
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Semon’s significant work on memory traces and then analyze the work of Frederic 

Bartlett, both were influential cognitive psychologists whose ideas were integrated into 

Gestalt psychology in Germany. The study of Gestalt psychology will focus on the 

writings of the Berlin-based psychologists, particularly Kurt Koffka. John Heartfield’s 

photomontages will then be examined in relation to these studies on memory and the 

structure of the medium will be compared to the model of memory formation developed 

by Richard Semon that involves the following stages: memory encoding (engraphy) and 

memory recall (ecphory).8  

 

 

Richard Semon and Frederic Bartlett: Memory as Reconstructive 

 

 

One of the earliest attempts to map the workings of memory formation in 

Germany was taken upon by Richard Wolfgang Semon in the first decade of the 

twentieth-century and further developed by Frederic Bartlett twenty years later. German 

evolutionary biologist and psychologist Richard Semon was an important figure in the 

history of early memory research, during the foundational period in the study of memory, 

1885-1935.9 The discipline of psychology in Germany has its roots in the pioneering 

                                                      
8 Semon’s model is a precursor to the three-stage model of memory (involving memory encoding, memory 

storage and memory retrieval) that is widely accepted in the scientific community to this day. 
9 1885 was the year that Ebbinghaus published the earliest studies of memory and 1935 witnessed a decline 

in memory research. See Daniel L. Schacter, James Eric Eich, and Endel Tulving, “Richard Semon’s 

Theory of Memory,” Journal of Verbal Learning and Verbal Behavior 17, no. 6 (1978): 722-23. 
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research stemming from Hermann Ebbinghaus’s investigations into memory in 1885 and 

in the experimental methods performed by Wilhelm Wundt, who established the first 

psychological research laboratory in the late nineteenth-century.10 Following these 

advancements, Semon, utilizing his background in biology, attempted to tie memory to 

heredity and the inheritance of acquired characteristics. Semon wrote two books 

concerning the subject of memory, The Mneme in 1904 and Mnemic Psychology in 1909. 

Within these two books, Semon developed his theory of memory and coined various 

terms that are still used in the field of psychology to this day: the engram, which refers to 

a memory trace, and ecphory, which refers to memory recall or retrieval.11 Psychologist 

Daniel Schacter, Professor and Chair of Psychology at Harvard University, has 

summarized Semon’s terminology succinctly: “Every act of engraphy (i.e., encoding and 

storing new information) involves some ecphory of thoughts, images, and memories that 

are activated by the current situation. Thus, a newly created engram is not a literal replica 

of reality, but is always an interpretation that includes retrieved information.”12 In other 

words, stored information is an interweaving of existing memories and new additions that 

result in a distorted memory-image.  

Richard Semon’s model of memory is divided into two distinct stages: engraphy 

and ecphory. Engraphy is the first stage and it involves the encoding and storage of 

                                                      
10 See George Mandler, “The Birth of Modern Psychology: Wilhelm Wundt and William James,” in A 

History of Modern Experimental Psychology: from James and Wundt to Cognitive Science (Cambridge: 

MIT Press, 2007), 51-76. 
11 Richard Semon, The Mneme (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1921), 12. 
12 Daniel L. Schacter, Memory Distortion (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1995), 6.  
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memories. Memory encoding can best be understood as the first step in the formation of a 

new memory; this occurs when a sensation is converted into a construct that can be stored 

within the brain. Encoding is defined as “the process by which incoming information is 

registered, perceived, and transformed into an appropriate format for representation in 

memory.”13 The second aspect of engraphy is the storage of memories. Following the 

transformation of information, coded memories can be stored within the mind. The 

second stage of memory, as detailed by Semon, is ecphory. This pertains to the recall or 

retrieval phase, which is inherently reconstructive. Memories are retrieved from the 

stores of memory and constructed into a coherent whole which will include various 

memory traces. 

In Mnemic Psychology, Semon details the engram-complex and the myriad ways 

that memory traces can be re-combined to form a memory-image. Semon recognizes that 

there are various simultaneous engram-complexes, referring to the complexes in which 

all the mind’s memory traces are stored, that form a combined whole. Explaining the 

process of engraphy, Semon states: “Every moment of individual life adds something to 

the already existing sum of simultaneous engram-complexes.”14 As previously noted, the 

stored engrams are then retrieved through the process of ecphory. When an engram 

undergoes mnemic excitation its manifestation is a mnemic sensation, or memory-

                                                      
13 Daniel L. Schacter, Forgotten Ideas, Neglected Pioneers: Richard Semon and the Story of Memory 

(Philadelphia: Psychology Press, 2001), 138. 
14 Semon, The Mneme, 171. 
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image.15 What is more, separate engrams can be consolidated, originating from different 

engram-complexes, into a single memory-image. To this process Semon proposes the 

following titles: “constructive association” or “association of components of different 

strata of engrams.”16  

The process of constructive association involves the construction of a memory-

image containing disconnected engrams that then become associated in the act of recall. 

Semon states: “I now proceed to illustrate the interweaving of the components of older 

engram-strata with younger ones or, what amounts to the same, to show how through 

simultaneous ecphoric action engrams of which the original causal excitations belonged 

to quite different times can eventually become associated.”17 Semon illustrated the 

process of constructive association by detailing experiences from everyday life: Semon’s 

recall of separate instances where he encountered a “cold-blooded newspaper-devourer.” 

Semon related how on visiting a hotel where he often stayed, his hope of finding a copy 

of a newspaper he enjoyed reading was crushed when the newspaper went missing, taken 

by a Bavarian man.18 This occurrence excited his memory and caused him to recall a 

similar situation that occurred in Switzerland ten years prior: “Immediately there rises in 

my mind the image of an equally cold-blooded newspaper-devourer” (a Saxon man in 

this instance).19 In an instant, these two engrams simultaneously flashed through his mind 

                                                      
15 Semon states: “The only appropriate general term appears to me to be ‘sensation,’ for it is a fact of 

consciousness that a lively mental image is truly ‘sensed.’” Richard Semon, Mnemic Psychology (New 

York: The Macmillan Company, 1923), 67-68. 
16 Ibid., 173.  
17 Ibid., 173-174. 
18 Ibid., 174. 
19 Ibid. 
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and formed a continuous whole, even though they occurred in temporally separated 

situations. He concluded: “Any kind of element of our individual engram-store can at any 

later time be united with any other.”20 A consolidated memory-image, a new combination 

of multiple engrams, arises through this distorting process. 

While not a German psychologist, a closer look at the memory research of the 

very influential psychologist Frederic Bartlett is beneficial to this discussion. Bartlett, 

who was the first professor of experimental psychology at the University of Cambridge, 

is widely considered as one of the forerunners of cognitive psychology and his theories 

were useful to the Gestalt psychologists in Germany when formulating their theories on 

memory.21 Bartlett theorized the encoding and storage of memories as well as the idea of 

reconstructive memory. In his 1932 book, titled Remembering, Bartlett “introduced and 

insisted on the view that memory is a constructive process. His view was essentially that 

recall is not a retrieval, but a reconstruction, in which aspects of the content of previously 

presented material are woven into a coherent whole. Details may be distorted to increase 

coherence; rationalizations not present in the original may be introduced; details that are 

consistent with the synthesized coherent story may be added; and details that are 

                                                      
20 Ibid. 
21 Koffka stated: “This notion of a store-house is severely criticized by Bartlett with arguments very similar 

to those which I employed against the same idea in a discussion of memory.” When referencing aspects of 

Bartlett’s memory theory further, Koffka stated that he was in “perfect agreement with Bartlett.” Kurt 

Koffka, Principles of Gestalt Psychology (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1935), 518. 

Additionally, when Kurt Koffka and Wolfgang Kohler appeared at the International Congress for 

Psychology in Oxford in 1922, Frederic Bartlett stated that Koffka “seemed to be opening a world of 

promise for psychology, one in which a wholly humane outlook might be combined with exact scientific 

precision.” Mitchell G. Ash, Gestalt Psychology in German Culture, 1890-1967 (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 1995), 411. 
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inconsistent may be dropped.”22 In discussing the constructive nature of remembering, 

Bartlett dismissed the notion of memory as reduplicative or reproductive. Bartlett felt that 

conventional theories of memory treated memory as reduplicative, that memory traces 

would be “stored up like so many definite impressions, fixed and having only the 

capacity of being re-excited.”23 Drawing his conclusions from experimental observation, 

Bartlett states:  

In fact, if we consider evidence rather than presupposition, remembering appears 

to be far more decisively an affair of construction rather than one of mere 

reproduction. The difference between the two cases, if it were put in Head’s 

terminology, seems to be that in remembering a man constructs on the basis of 

one ‘schema’, whereas in what is commonly called imaging he more or less freely 

builds together events, incidents and experiences that have gone to the making of 

several distinct ‘schemata’ which, for the purposes of automatic reaction, are not 

normally in connection with one another, for as has been shown again and again, 

condensation, elaboration and invention are common features of ordinary 

remembering, and these all very often involve the mingling of materials belonging 

originally to different ‘schemata.’”24  

 

In memory imaging, which Semon likewise theorized as the construction of memory-

images resulting from the heterogeneous engram-complex, memories are condensed from 

a wide array of schemata, or memory traces, which “are not normally in connection.” 

Thus, new associations and meanings are produced during this process. 

Further, Bartlett’s theory of the formation of memory-images is reminiscent of 

Richard Semon’s notion of constructive association. Bartlett states, “By the aid of the 

image, and particularly of the visual image… a man can take out of its setting something 

                                                      
22 James L. McClelland, “Constructive Memory and Memory Distortions: A Parallel-Distributed 

Processing Approach,” in Memory Distortion, 69.  
23 Frederic Bartlett, Remembering: A Study in Experimental and Social Psychology (London: Cambridge 

University Press, 1954), 214. 
24 Ibid., 205.  
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that happened a year ago, reinstate it with much if not all of its individuality unimpaired, 

combine it with something that happened yesterday, and use them both to help him to 

solve a problem with which he is confronted to-day.”25 This refers to an organization of 

elements, schema, into a composite image. According to the Gestalt psychologist Kurt 

Koffka, “The term schema thus has acquired the meaning of past experience as 

organized. It covers our aggregations and all other forms of communication and 

unifications between trace systems and thereby reveals a great affinity between Bartlett’s 

theory of memory and our own.”26 

 

 

Gestalt Psychology and Memory Traces  

 

 

Within the Berlin School of Experimental Psychology, the Gestalt psychologists, 

including Kurt Koffka, Max Wertheimer, and Wolfgang Köhler, came to prominence in 

the early twentieth-century and throughout the years of the Weimar Republic. Gestalt 

psychology in Germany began to develop in Frankfurt in 1910, before its intellectual 

epicenter shifted to Berlin in the 1920s. Max Wertheimer’s studies on apparent motion—

studies that would be influential for the study of film—inaugurated Gestalt psychology 

and this school of psychology was developed further by Koffka when he published the 

                                                      
25 Ibid., 219. 
26 Koffka, Principles of Gestalt Psychology, 519. 
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first principles of Gestalt psychology in 1915.27 These psychologists built upon the 

advancements made in German psychology and cite both Semon and Bartlett as major 

influences. In his seminal work on Gestalt theory published in 1935, Principles of Gestalt 

Psychology, Koffka praises Semon’s contributions to the study of memory and the 

influence it had on his formulation of the law of similarity, as well as discussing and 

outlining Bartlett’s theory in detail within this same study;28 Koffka finds several 

consonances between their theories on memory and his own. 

To begin, how would the word Gestalt be understood in the early twentieth-

century and how does the word’s etymology enrich this discussion? Literally translated, 

Gestalt means form or shape. In etymological terms, the word is derived from Old 

German and “originally it occurred only in its adjectival form, and mostly in its negative 

form as ungestalt.”29 The term ungestalt translates to deformity. Further, this term “is a 

participle derived from the verb stellen,”30 which means to set, arrange, or place. As a 

psychology term, it was introduced in 1890 by Christian von Ehrenfels, and as noted 

above, was founded as a school of psychology in the 1910s. In Gestalt psychology, it 

refers to a form that is the product of the organization of elements into a simpler form. 

The usage of the term in this thesis is not to be confused with the method of 

                                                      
27 For a history of Gestalt psychology, see Wolfgang Köhler, The Task of Gestalt Psychology (Princeton: 

Princeton University Press, 1969), 33-62. See also Ash, Gestalt Psychology in German Culture, 1890-1967, 

231. 
28 Koffka states that while refraining “from giving a survey of Semon’s theory and from discussing how far 

it agrees with the one here presented… I must add, however, that this omission is not due to a lack of 

appreciation of Semon’s great achievement.” Koffka, Principles of Gestalt Psychology, 598. 
29 Ernst A. Cassirer, “Structuralism in Modern Linguistics,” WORD 1, no. 2 (1945), 118. 
30 Ibid. 
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psychotherapy known as Gestalt therapy, a technique that developed in America in the 

1940s and 1950s. The abovementioned characteristics of the word Gestalt apply to 

photomontage practice if one considers, for example, that the photomonteur sets and 

arranges fragments and the resulting photomontage is a deformity or distortion. These 

connections will be explored further in the sections that follow.  

At the heart of Gestalt psychology was the study of whole/part relationships, and 

the fragmentation of German society prompted a “hunger for wholeness.”31 This push 

toward wholeness was a result of war, an abortive revolution, inflation and an economic 

depression in the waning years of the Weimar Republic, amongst others.32 The 

psychologists of the Berlin School “revealed a preoccupation with ‘holism’ and the 

‘immediately given’ characteristic of other fields of thought in the contemporary moment 

of crisis.”33 Calls for synthesis, away from such fragmentation, toward a unified 

worldview were prevalent in Weimar Germany. For example, Kurt Koffka understood 

the function of science as follows: “The acquisition of true knowledge should help us to 

reintegrate our world which has fallen to pieces.”34 The dialectic between whole and part 

was a common theme and, in the words of one historian, “the categories of fragmentation 

and totality were central to the discourse of Western Marxism in the 1920s.”35 While the 

leading members of the Berlin school did not identify as Marxists, many “of the Gestalt 

                                                      
31 Peter Gray, Weimar Culture: The Outsider as Insider (New York: W.W. Norton Company, 1968), 70. 
32 See Ash, Gestalt Psychology in German Culture, 1890-1967, 284. 
33 Gordon and McCormick, eds., Weimar Thought: A Contested Legacy, 8-9.  
34 Koffka, Principles of Gestalt Psychology, 9. 
35 Ash, Gestalt Psychology in German Culture, 1890-1967, 288. 
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psychologists located themselves to the left of center politically.”36 These categories of 

fragmentation were taken up by the Gestalt psychologists and Max Wertheimer wrote, for 

example, that Gestalt psychology itself could have risen as a response to “a problem of 

our times.”37 

Koffka devoted four chapters of his Principles of Gestalt Psychology to memory 

and trace theory. Trace theory is an organizational understanding of memory formation 

that studies the way the brain makes connections. Koffka argues that the wholes 

constructed out of memory recall, which are made up of various memory traces, cannot 

be understood without the concept of organization. Each individual memory trace is a 

part which, once organized with other memory traces into a whole, will change in 

meaning. Both Koffka and Bartlett argued against memory as a store-house. For Koffka, 

“Things do not simply fall into those places into which they are being thrown, they 

arrange themselves in coming and during their time of storage according to the many 

ways in which they belong together. And they do more; they influence each other, form 

groups of various sizes and kinds, always trying to meet the exigencies of the moment.”38 

Koffka also formulated the idea of trace-aggregation/trace systems: “It seems an 

inevitable assumption that the transformation which single traces undergo by being 

incorporated into a larger traces system may go farther than perceptual transformations of 

                                                      
36 Mitchell G. Ash, “Weimar Psychology: Holistic Visions and Trained Intuition,” in Weimar Thought: A 

Contested Legacy, 41.  
37 Max Wertheimer, “On Gestalt Theory,” in N. Nairn-Allison, trans., “Gestalt Theory,” Social Research, 

11 (1944): 81, 86, quoted in Ash, Gestalt Psychology in German Culture, 1890-1967, 294. 
38 Koffka, Principles of Gestalt Psychology, 518. 
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relatively independent parts.”39 A trace system is similar to the engram complex 

discussed in the previous section. Further, Koffka utilized Semon’s terminology: namely 

the “engram.” Koffka stated: “Gestalt-laws govern memory also… what remains in 

memory, the physiological ‘engram,’ cannot be regarded as an immutable impression… 

this engram undergoes changes by virtue of gestalt laws. The originally perceived 

gestalten are transformed, and these transformations concern the gestalten as wholes.”40 

These Gestalt laws, detailed by Koffka (1935) and Wertheimer (1923) include: 

proximity, similarity, Prägnanz, and past-experience.41  

The law of Prägnanz, introduced by Wertheimer, expresses the aspects of 

organization and simplicity and is “opposed to mere juxtaposition or random 

distribution.”42 Koffka defines it as a form of “psychophysical organization,” which 

favors the simplest form when perceiving complex images. This law was useful to 

understanding the organization of memory-images since “memory traces tend to organize 

themselves spontaneously over time in the direction of simpler forms.”43 Thus, a “good” 

gestalt embraces properties such as simplicity and clarity. These qualities, as will be 

demonstrated in the following sections, were instrumental to Heartfield’s development as 

a student of advertising. 

                                                      
39 Ibid., 489. 
40 Kurt Koffka citing Friedrich Wulf’s conclusions. Koffka, Principles of Gestalt Psychology, 176. 
41 The Gestalt laws are detailed in Max Wertheimer, “Investigations on Gestalt Principles,” in On 

Perceived Motion and Figural Organization, translated by Michael Wertheimer and K.W. Watkins, 126-

182 (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2012). See also Koffka, Principles of Gestalt Psychology. 
42 Koffka, Principles of Gestalt Psychology, 683. 
43 Friedrich Wulf paraphrased by Mitchell G. Ash. Ash, Gestalt Psychology in German Culture, 1890-

1967, 226. 
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John Heartfield and Advertising Psychology 

 

 

The history of German psychology in the early twentieth-century cannot be told 

without commenting on Reklamespsychologie, or advertising psychology, and the 

influence it had on the photomontages of John Heartfield. There was a widespread 

utilization of psychology in the field of advertising during the interwar period in Weimar 

Germany, and the field of psychotechnics that involved “the application of psychological 

principles to the entirety of practical life including social reform, public health, economic 

activity, law, education, art, and science,'' became widespread.44 In fact, “by 1922, 170 

German firms had separate divisions using ‘Psychotechnik’… and the subject was being 

taught at thirty-three German universities and institutes.”45 Likewise, photomontage was 

understood as a tool of persuasion “both in advertising (Reklame) and political 

advertising (politische Reklame)”; the words Propaganda and Reklame were used 

interchangeably throughout the Weimar Republic.46 Furthermore, the connection between 

advertising and Berlin Dada has been explored thoroughly in the past.47 I would argue 

that Heartfield was acutely aware of the connections between psychology and advertising 

                                                      
44 German psychotechnician Fritz Giese defined psychotechnics as such. Fritz Giese, Psychologisches 

Wörterbuch (Leipzig: Teubner 1921), 115. 
45 Janet Ward, Weimar Surfaces: Urban Visual Culture in 1920s Germany (Berkeley: University of 

California Press, 2001), 96-97.  
46 Kriebel, Revolutionary Beauty, 101. 
47 See Sherwin Simmons, “Advertising Seizes Control of Life: Berlin Dada and the Power of Advertising.” 

Oxford Art Journal 22, no. 1 (1999): 121-146. 
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due to his training as an advertising and design artist early in his career and instrumental 

in his utilization of persuasion tools later on as a political photomonteur.  

Heartfield began his training as an artist in 1908 when he was admitted to the 

Royal Bavarian Academy of Applied Art. It was in Munich where he cultivated his 

talents in graphic design leading to an understanding of advertising techniques. In 1912 

he was given the “opportunity to apply his skills to packaging intended to lure customers” 

when he worked at the Bauer Brothers’ Printing Company paper-packaging plant in 

Mannheim.48 Returning to Berlin the following year, Heartfield enrolled in the 

Charlottenburg School of Applied Arts where he studied advertising design with Ernst 

Neumann, “one of the leading figures of advertising design.”49  

Heartfield would cultivate his ability to produce persuasive and simplified 

compositions as an advertising student. Andrés Mario Zervigón has argued that 

Heartfield learned German advertising techniques under Neumann such as the Blickfang 

practice, “literally translated, the word means eye-catcher and describes an image, 

packaging, or object that attracts the attention of potential customers by means of optical 

surprise. Its key features are simplicity, often achieved by minimizing visual distractions 

and the pairing of two often-outsized figures.”50 Under Neumann’s supervision, 

Heartfield submitted some of his works to advertising competitions, and one of his 

earliest poster designs won him the award for semifinalist design. This poster, created for 

                                                      
48 Zervigón, John Heartfield and the Agitated Image, 35.  
49 Kriebel, Revolutionary Beauty, 78. 
50 Andres Mario Zervigón, “John Heartfield,” in Avant-Garde Art in Everyday Life, edited by Matthew S. 

Witkovsky (Chicago: The Art Institute of Chicago, 2011), 34.  
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the Independent Alliance for Advertising Art and Science competition, declares that 

“Advertising becomes art and science when it proclaims the truth with ethical means” 

[figure 1.1]. While not a photomontage, Heartfield learned how to create simplified 

compositions by minimizing visual elements to powerful effect. Indeed, this composition 

is reduced to four basic elements: text, the main figure, a torch, and the booklet 

emblazoned with the word “Reklame.” The impassioned figure clutches a torch with 

flames match the movement of his body. He holds the “Reklame” booklet up high, 

extending out of the frame in the upper right corner, and promotes the advertising ethos. 

Furthermore, this work exemplifies Heartfield’s burgeoning talent by demonstrating his 

ability to unite image with text. As we learned from Weimar psychotechnics, the poster 

also proclaims that science is intricately linked with art and advertising. 

 

 
Figure 1.1. John Heartfield, Die Reklame wird zur Kunst und Wissenschaft wenn sie 

 mit ethischen Mitteln die Wahrheit Verkündet, 1914. 
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Figure 1.2. John Heartfield, cover of the review Neue  

Jugend (New Youth), no. 2, June 1917. 

 

 

 

Heartfield’s engagement with Berlin Dada in the early 1920s also proved to 

strengthen his familiarity with, and utilization of, advertising techniques. He would later 

incorporate this approach in some of his most well-known photomontages of the 1930s. 

In addition to Heartfield, many of the Berlin Dadaists’ careers were rooted in advertising 

(Hannah Höch also attended the Charlottenburg School of Applied Arts). These artists 

understood that “real socio-political entities were increasingly embodied and mobilized 

through visual signs” and advertising techniques played an increasing role to this end.51 A 

well-known example of a Heartfield Dadaist montage that incorporates advertising 

                                                      
51 Simmons, “Advertising Seizes Control of Life: Berlin Dada and the Power of Advertising,” 123. 
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techniques to stunning effect is the cover he designed for the Neue Jugend (1917) [figure 

1.2]. Indeed, this cover was an “eye-catcher” that attracted the attention of customers to 

such a degree that the “issue quickly sold out.”52 

Just as Heartfield understood the impact of advertising techniques and simplified 

compositions to attract and engage viewers, advertising psychology in Weimar Germany 

favored “compositions that took ocular mobility into account and emphasized clear 

overall construction, not too much intrusive detail, and a swiftly comprehensible relation 

of part to whole.”53 The necessity for clarity in composition and the “comprehensible 

relation of part to whole” also connects to Gestalt laws, such as Prägnanz. I propose that 

an understanding of Reklamespsychologie and Gestalt laws of organization can partly 

account for Heartfield’s turn toward sutured photomontages, which psychologically 

engage the viewer, away from his early Dadaist fragmentation.54 In addition, the 

persuasiveness of advertising was mixed with political persuasion in Heartfield’s work. 

For example, Heartfield’s book jacket photomontages, published under the Malik Verlag 

publishing house that he ran with his brother Wieland Herzfelde, utilized the 

transformation of “advertising technique in the service of revolutionary literature.”55 

Heartfield would create the covers for many of Upton Sinclair’s novels, including The 

Jungle. One such example exemplifies the techniques common to the fields of Gestalt 

                                                      
52 Andrés Mario Zervigón citing the editor of the Neue Jugend, Franz Jung. Zervigón, John Heartfield and 

the Agitated Image, 93.  
53 Kriebel, Revolutionary Beauty, 90. 
54 Sabine Kriebel has argued that Heartfield’s solution to this problem was by manufacturing “a stable 

organic pictorial field.” Ibid. 
55 Zervigón, John Heartfield and the Agitated Image, 179. 
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psychology and advertising psychology, Heartfield’s cover for Mountain City [figure 

1.3]. Every independent part that is incorporated into the unified design, including the 

text, relates to the whole. Photomontage as memory-image involves the creation of 

memorable images that function like persuasive and unforgettable advertisements. 

 

 
Figure 1.3. John Heartfield, book cover for Upton Sinclair, So macht man Dollars  

(Mountain City), 1931. 

 

 

 

 

 

John Heartfield Explored Through the Framework of Memory Research 

 

 

Now that the scientific context has been explored and Heartfield’s background in 

the field of advertising and design has been established, the relationship between 
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twentieth-century memory research and the photomontages of John Heartfield may be 

illuminated. Heartfield combined advertising techniques with scientific notions of 

memory work. Peter Pachnicke states: “Heartfield’s ‘imaginary museum,’ the images 

stored in his voracious visual memory and incorporated into his montages, must have 

contained visual motifs taken from… graphic arts, film, newspapers, advertisements.”56 

He continues: “The heterogeneous structure of Heartfield’s visual memory, that is to say, 

ideas for one and the same image may stem from works of different genres.”57 

Heartfield’s “visual memory” condensed multiple fragments from a wide array of sources 

into a unified whole and constructed images that mirrored the structuring of memory-

images as defined by Richard Semon and the Gestalt psychologists. 

My goal is to demonstrate the ways that memory theory and psychology relate to 

photomontage practice in Weimar Germany, especially the way that these theories were 

integrated into the work of John Heartfield. Therefore, theories such as Richard Semon’s 

notion of constructive association in memory work will assist in analyzing some of 

Heartfield’s AIZ photomontages as analogous to memory formation. Second, a study of 

the source images appropriated by Heartfield will strengthen the argument that 

Heartfield’s photomontages were literally memorable images familiar to a Weimar 

audience. This section will conclude with the scientific findings of Gestalt psychology, 

strengthening the notion that this may account for Heartfield’s turn toward sutured works 

                                                      
56 Peter Pachnicke, John Heartfield, (New York: Harry N. Abrams, Incorporated, 1992), 41.  
57 Ibid., 42.  
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later in his career. As such, the fragmentation of his Dadaist photomontages will be 

contrasted by his AIZ photomontages. 

Richard Semon’s theory of constructive memory formation, developed just in 

advance of the Weimar Republic, would have important implications for the study of 

photomontage, and particularly the work of John Heartfield. The appropriation of 

Semon’s theories on memory were applied by art historians and artists alike in Weimar 

Germany to inform montage practice. The most notable example of this appropriation is 

by the German art historian Aby M. Warburg. Warburg’s Mnemosyne Atlas, begun in 

1924 and left unfinished due to his death in 1929, was a work that appeared in 63 panels. 

The example provided depicts the layout of the various panels [figure 1.4]. In panel 79 

newspaper clippings from the Hamburger Fremdenblatt and Tempo are juxtaposed with 

art historical images ranging from the ninth century to 1929 [figure 1.5]. All the 

fragments combine to form a unified theme or new meaning, one that is different from 

their meaning as isolated images. According to Matthew Rampley, Warburg’s atlas, 

“with its often-noted parallels with contemporary avant-garde montage practices… 

suggests the construction of meaning rather than the transmission of one originary 

meaning.”58 Warburg’s combination of journalistic clippings and photographs was a 

technique well-known to photomontage artists such as John Heartfield. Warburg’s 

“construction of meaning” is reminiscent of Heartfield’s appropriations and the way he 

changed the meaning of photographs to disclose information that was hidden. 

                                                      
58 Matthew Rampley, The Remembrance of Things Past: On Aby M. Warburg and Walter Benjamin 

(Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2000), 88. 
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Furthermore, the Mnemosyne Atlas functioned as an archival montage drawing from 

Semon’s theory of engrams. Rampley states further: “At the heart of Warburg’s ideas of 

memory stands Richard Semon’s book on Die Mneme, with its metaphor of memory as 

inscription. Warburg’s specific adaptations of Semon are, first, to see in the visual 

symbol a potent archive of memory and, second, to coin the notion of the ‘dynamogram,’ 

a marriage of Semon’s mnemic ‘engram.’”59 For Warburg, the dynamogram is able to be 

re-interpreted in the act of appropriation. The artist who appropriates these engrams “can 

use them in a different context” and invert their meaning.60 Furthermore, “The energy of 

past experience remains enshrined in the ‘engrams’ or symbols, this energy may be 

canalized into different themes of expression.”61 

 

 
Figure 1.4. Aby M. Warburg, Mnemosyne Atlas, 1929. 

 

                                                      
59 Ibid. 
60 E.H. Gombrich, Aby Warburg: An Intellectual Biography (London: University of London, 1970), 247. 
61 Ibid., 248. 
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Figure 1.5. Aby M. Warburg, Mnemosyne Atlas, panel 79, 1929. 

 

 

 

If an engram is not to be understood as a “literal replica of reality,” then it can 

also be said that John Heartfield’s photographic appropriations are not literal replicas of 

reality either. In both instances, incoming information is taken and reconstructed into 

appropriate formats for memory. Every engram or memory-image “is no mere dull 

duplication of an original sensation, but, what is far more, no two successive memory-

images, however referable to a single (i.e. exactly duplicated) stimulation are, as a fact, I 

will not say identical, but exactly similar, coincident in everything.”62 In both memory 

                                                      
62 Vernon Lee refers to the matrix of images in the mind, memory-images, as engrams. Vernon Lee, 

“Introduction,” in Mnemic Psychology, 20-21. 
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and photomontage, information is first encoded and assembled in the engram-complex 

and the resulting memory-image that is brought about by retrieval is a reconstruction of 

various photographic elements or memory traces. 

 

 
Fig. 1.6. John Heartfield, The Meaning of the Hitler Salute, 

front cover of AIZ, 1932. 

 

 

 

The source images of Heartfield’s photomontages would have already been familiar 

to and stored in the engram-complexes comprising the memories of Weimar audiences. For 

example, a beholder of Heartfield’s The Meaning of the Hitler Salute [figure 1.6], 

appearing on the front cover of the widely distributed AIZ, might recognize the image of 

Hitler as it appeared in the popular press prior to its appropriation. Indeed, “Heartfield 
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preferred to appropriate imagery that had been previously circulated and that retained, 

therefore, the greatest measure of connotative possibility.”63 Furthermore, the “journalistic 

fragment” of Hitler in this photomontage would have “derived significance by virtue of its 

origin in the stock archive of a news agency.”64 The source image, of Hitler at a flag 

ceremony [figure 1.7], would have been published in Weimar newspapers. Functioning as 

a mnemonic trigger, the associations made in the mind of the beholder would strengthen 

the impact of the photomontage as memory-image. As we came to learn from Warburg’s 

understanding of engrams, an appropriated and altered memory trace draws on the full 

energy of the original engram, or source image in this instance, and has the capacity to be 

reinterpreted.  

 

 
Fig. 1.7. Stock photograph, Adolph Hitler at a flag ceremony. 

 

                                                      
63 Diana M. Bush, “The Dialectical Object: John Heartfield 1915-1933,” (PhD diss., Columbia University, 

2013), 143. 
64 Ibid., 144. 
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John Heartfield attempted to direct viewers toward certain connotations when 

depicting Adolf Hitler, I suggest, by using the principles of constructive association as 

outlined by Richard Semon and Frederic Bartlett. For example, a 1932 photomontage 

included in the AIZ, His Majesty Adolf [figure 1.8], conflates a portrait of Hitler with 

Kaiser Wilhelm’s portrait. The work depicts a bust-length portrait of Hitler that is 

distorted by the superimposition of an image of Kaiser Wilhelm’s Prussian military 

uniform, spiked helmet with plumes, and jacket with medals onto the now “Kaiser 

Adolf’s” body. In addition, Heartfield changes certain details of the uniform by including 

a swastika armband. One of the tactics that Heartfield utilized to shape memory was by 

changing the meaning of official mottos and popular sayings. Heartfield often changed 

the motto “Pour le Mérite” to “Pour le Profit,” as witnessed in this photomontage. In line 

with Semon’s theories, Heartfield is depicting a distortion of time by interweaving “the 

components of older engram-strata with younger ones.” Utilizing Semon’s terminology 

further, the combination of photographs is an act of ecphory wherein two images 

belonging to different time periods are constructively associated. The image or engram of 

Hitler (part of younger engram-strata) is here associated with the image of the Kaiser (a 

component of older engram-strata). Each belonged to a separate stratum of engrams, but 

in combination, they produce a new meaning; when engrams are combined, the meaning 

of each memory fragment changes as well. By imitating the structure of memory, 

Heartfield is creating a memorable image that changes the meaning of the two figures. 

This conflation served the purpose of making a historical connection between Hitler’s 

rhetoric and that of the former Kaiser. Through Heartfield’s combination, Hitler is 
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remembered as a figure who will bring the country to war and defeat just like Kaiser 

Wilhelm. The text below the portrait reiterates this point: “Ich führe Euch herrlichen 

Pleiten entgegen!” (I lead you toward splendid bankruptcies!). Another AIZ 

photomontage from 1933, The Venice Pact [figure 1.9], links fascism in Germany with 

the fascism of Italy through the juxtaposition of Adolf Hitler and Benito Mussolini. 

Heartfield changes the meaning of the individual elements viewed separately. The two 

figures collated point to the interconnectedness of European fascism and defines Hitler as 

a signifier of fascist ideology and militarism at large.  

 

 

           
Figure 1.8. John Heartfield, His Majesty Adolf,                  Figure. 1.9. John Heartfield, The Venice Pact, 

1932.                                                                                    1934.              
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If memory is more of a reconstructive process than an archival one, as Bartlett 

theorizes, then the photomontage process aligns with the former. A Heartfield 

photomontage is a construction that condenses materials pulled from various sources. The 

resulting photomontage increases the coherence of the source images by including 

supplementary imagery and text that discloses what is left out of the original photograph, 

that which is hidden from view. Furthermore, “Remembering is a fundamentally social 

activity that is inevitably distorted by the attitudes and needs of the rememberer.”65 

Therefore, the propagandistic and communistic elements of Heartfield’s belief system 

influenced the outcome of the image. As German psychologist Ulric Gustav Neisser, one 

of Bartlett’s successors, argued, “past events are constructed by using preexisting 

knowledge and schemas to piece together whatever fragmentary remains of the initial 

episode are available in memory.”66 

 John Heartfield’s shift from an aesthetic of rupture to one of suture in his 

photomontage technique strengthens the connection between twentieth-century 

psychology and photomontage, as it is a shift that is analogous to the rise of Weimar 

Gestalt psychology and its emphasis on the whole, rather than the part. Conversely, 

Heartfield’s montage of rupture, characteristic of his Dada production, was centered on 

an aesthetic of fragmentation. This aesthetic is exemplified in Heartfield’s cover for the 

publication Der Dada entitled The Tire Travels the World [figure 1.10]. The 

photomontage is an amalgamation of various advertisements, photographs, and texts that 

                                                      
65 Schacter, Memory Distortion, 9. 
66 Ulric Gustav Neisser summarized by Daniel L. Schacter. Ibid., 10. 
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hint at the cacophonous moment in which it was produced. The fragments within the 

image are arranged in a predominantly diagonal orientation, which heightens the sense of 

motion and frenzy that Heartfield was seeking. Included within the multiplicity of 

fragments are images of a “Republic” tire, a toothbrush labeled “Prophylactic,” and an 

iron; these objects suggest a rolling over, a cleansing, and a stamping out. The 

“Republic” tire seems to be the instigator of the frenzied moment, as well as functioning 

as a signifier for the newly established Weimar Republic that crushed or rolled over any 

hope of a communist revolution during the German Revolution. In addition, the 

“Prophylactic” toothbrush, a signifier of disease prevention, may be pointing to the 

prevention of communism, of the Bolshevik disease, from infecting the Weimar 

Republic. The word “Zirkus” is also discernable in large letters. Indeed, the chaos of the 

frantic revolutionary moment must have felt and looked like a frenzied circus spectacle. 

As Andrés Mario Zervigón has argued, “Germany’s capital took on the exotic appearance 

of a carnival” referencing the “papery flood… which covered the architectural surfaces of 

revolutionary Berlin.”67 “Zirkus” could well have been referring to this flood of printed 

images covering the facades of the city. This state of frenzy was mirrored in the mass of 

texts and images that make up Heartfield’s photomontage, hinting at the “papery-flood.” 

Moreover, the cut-out texts spell out non-words such as “Dada” and the pieces of 

newspaper clippings are abruptly cut off resulting in many nonsense phrases and 

butchered words. Heartfield’s fragmented photomontage never organizes into a coherent 

whole; each fragment retains its symbolic meaning. The individual parts lack Gestalt 

                                                      
67 Zervigón, John Heartfield and the Agitated Image, 168. 
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organization and appear as a “random distribution” of elements lacking simplicity and 

clarity. His photomontage of rupture does not function in the likeness of a memory-image 

in which each fragment changes in meaning once it is fused into a unified whole. 

 

 
Figure 1.10. John Heartfield, The Tire Travels the World, 1920. 
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Figure 1.11. John Heartfield, Hurrah, the Butter is 

Finished! 1935. 

 

 

 

In contrast to the Dada photomontages, Heartfield’s AIZ production signals a 

definite shift toward an aesthetic of wholeness in which photomontage has been 

rethought as a memory-image utilizing Gestalt principles of memory. Heartfield “now 

had a pile of images lying before him that put the whole world in equally large photos at 

his scissors' disposal. He now only needed to cut out from his material the things that, 

when combined, revealed the reality behind them: he had before him the material for 
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their reconstruction.68 Heartfield organized these materials by creating meaningful 

gestalts from the wide array of photographs available to him. Heartfield’s Hurrah, the 

Butter is Finished! [figure 1.11] is representative of this shift in process toward 

constructions of wholeness. Heartfield employed a subtractive process that involved the 

clipping away of excess material in photographs and recombining the separate elements. 

This process allows for higher order cognitive memory-images when the pieces of 

information are grouped into a whole rather than individual items. The creation of 

composite images, composed of fused fragments, assists in the creation of images with 

lasting mnemonic value. For example, a John Heartfield preparatory photomontage 

resembles the fragmented stage prior to the consolidation of a memory-image. 

Heartfield’s process focused “acute attention to the material original, the pre-

reproduction maquette,” which displayed the signs of fragmentation between 

photographic elements prior to being airbrushed and concealed [figure 1.12].69 Each 

individual photograph or element within the photomontage may refer to an independent 

part, and these single elements are transformed when incorporated into the whole and 

mixed with other elements. His AIZ photomontages appear as a uniform whole due to the 

airbrushed effect that conceals the signs of production. Recalling Koffka, the various 

elements in the photomontage have been organized and incorporated, by the Gestalt law 

of Prägnanz, into a larger trace system. The photomontage, as influenced by these laws, is 

a gestalt demonstrating organization and clarity in both structure and meaning. 

                                                      
68 Pachnicke, John Heartfield, 41.  
69 Kriebel, Revolutionary Beauty, 81. 
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Figure 1.12. John Heartfield, preparatory artwork for The Meaning of Geneva. 
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Chapter Two: 

Photomontage as Distorted Memory-Image 

 

 

 

In the wake of the Great War, and both failed and successful revolutions across 

Europe in the early twentieth-century, the utilization of montage techniques to distort 

films and photographs became prominent in artistic applications, especially with the 

European avant-garde. Within the Weimar Republic and Soviet Union there emerged a 

“systematically developed aesthetic for cinema” which witnessed film makers and 

theorists working with similar theoretical approaches and artistic methods of montage.70 

Montage, in contrast to continuity editing, is an editing technique that Sergei Eisenstein 

defined as the different ways “photo-fragments” can be combined.71 Further, Eisenstein 

maintained that these photo-fragments of nature are distortable: “These reproductions, or 

photoreflections… in the manner of their combination, they permit any degree of 

distortion.”72 Distortion, which was a defining characteristic of memory formation as 

understood by early twentieth-century psychologists, was central to the understanding of 

montage by film and critical theorists. 
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The notion of memory distortion assisted psychologists in working out the 

problem of memory formation and its influence on memory encoding, storage, and 

retrieval. Returning briefly to the psychologists discussed in the previous chapter will 

help to illustrate this point. For example, Kurt Koffka understood memory distortion as 

“trace transformation.”73 Fellow Gestalt psychologist Wolfgang Köhler argued that 

engrams interact with one another causing a change in the final memory-image. Thus, 

Köhler states that one can expect the “final edition to be a sketchy abstract of a distorted 

story.”74 Semon argued that during the act of engraphy there occurs a distorting process 

in which stored information becomes an interweaving of existing memories and new 

additions that result in a distorted memory-image. Finally, along the same lines as 

Semon, Bartlett maintained that memories “may be distorted to increase coherence.” 

Therefore, a distorted memory-image will be defined as the image that arises from the 

consolidation and interference of memory traces, which in turn transform the original 

trace. The understanding of memory distortion explored in this paper is presented as it 

was understood by psychologists and film theorists in the early twentieth-century. 

However, this is not to say that all memories are distortions and that memory formation is 

a distorting process by nature. Instead, what I am arguing here is that there is a 

resemblance between a distorted memory-image and the distortable character of a 

Heartfield photomontage, which may be attributed to a cultural and scientific 

environment that placed importance on this understanding of memory.  
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While examples of joining multiple photographs, as in nineteenth-century 

combination printing, precede the Weimar and Soviet experiments in film montage and 

photomontage, the utilization of the montage technique as a political weapon and tool of 

persuasion was unique to these countries. Furthermore, this utilization of montage was 

informed by a Marxist understanding of the historical process and the dialectical image. 

Theorists and artists utilizing montage were in search of ways that they could shape 

images to support the class struggle and highlight the role the working class played in the 

historical process. Communist film theorists and montage artists operating in the early 

twentieth-century, I will argue, distilled their ideas through the framework of memory, 

Marxist dialectics, and montage.  

In this chapter, the theorization of montage as a distorted memory-image, by the 

film and cultural theorists Sergei Eisenstein and Sigfried Kracauer, will be connected to 

the political photomontages of John Heartfield. Kracauer and Eisenstein observed that the 

visual structure of montage, with its ability to reconstruct and combine various images 

and imbue them with a new meaning, resembles the structure of memory as described by 

early twentieth-century psychologists more than the unedited photographic image. 

Formerly, in the nineteenth-century, people thought of photographs as substitutes for 

memory. However, for many early twentieth-century cultural theorists, as we will see, 

memory operated less like a standard photograph and more like a montage of 

photographs. It is in these theories of montage that the medium of photomontage may be 

illuminated. Eisenstein and Kracauer also noticed the resemblance between montage and 

memory by observing how multiple montaged photographic elements in the work of art 
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are combined and constructed into a symbolic and meaningful whole. The construction of 

the photomontaged image points to the montage-like functioning of the mind and the way 

it reconstructs events, ideas, and concepts through the alteration of elements to give them 

lasting significance in the mnemonic process; the mental montage is as an amalgamation 

of various memories, histories, ideas, and interpretations. Lastly, the political dimension 

of the memory-image will be explained by the dialectical image as formulated by 

Eisenstein and Walter Benjamin.  

 

 

Sergei Eisenstein: Montage and Mind 

 

 

In view of the memory theory from the fields of cognitive and Gestalt psychology 

outlined in the previous chapter, twentieth-century psychology and the contemporary film 

and critical theory will prove to be more interconnected than previously understood. Even 

though Eisenstein and Kracauer were not in direct dialogue with psychologists such as 

Semon and Bartlett there is still a shared concern for the mnemonic process and its 

constructive and selective nature. For example, when Eisenstein states that “in the 

process of remembering, there are two very essential stages: the first is the assemblage of 

the image,” Eisenstein acknowledges the complexity and mediation of memory.75 

Moreover, when he speaks of his New York City memory-image, which was not a “true 
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perception of the street because the various elements had not yet been consolidated into a 

single image,” 76 he betrays the desire for a whole, a Gestalt image. Even though he does 

not utilize terminology from the field of psychology in these instances, Eisenstein seems 

to be referring to a model in which memories are consolidated, assembled, and stored in 

the mind.  

The amalgamation of film montage and Gestalt psychology was apparent in the 

writings of Sergei Eisenstein. Eisenstein was a filmmaker acutely aware of the theories 

and developments occurring in the field of German psychology; these theories were 

instrumental in the formulation of his montage theory. In his 1938 essay “Word and 

Image,” Eisenstein makes the connection between Gestalt psychology and film montage 

explicit, and cites Kurt Koffka when discussing the montage process as the juxtaposition 

of individual images. Eisenstein writes that montage “resembles a creation—rather than a 

sum of its parts—from the circumstance that in every such juxtaposition the result is 

qualitatively distinguishable from each component element viewed separately.”77 Here, 

Eisenstein was referring to advancements made in Weimar Gestalt psychology, which 

addressed the whole/part relationship in perception and memory. Eisenstein followed this 

statement by citing Koffka directly within his text: “It has been said: The whole is more 

than the sum of its parts. It is more correct to say that the whole is something else than 

the sum of its parts, because summing is a meaningless procedure, whereas the whole-

part relationship is meaningful.”78 Eisenstein details his montage of associations in terms 
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of Gestalt notions of wholeness: “What advantages do we really have from this view of 

montage? It implies that each individual montage section no longer exists as something 

unrelated but is a 'special portrayal' of the unified general theme which penetrates all 

these parts equally. The confrontation of special details in a certain montage structure 

produces that 'generality' in our perception which has in turn created all individual parts 

and combines them to form a 'whole,' namely a generalized 'image' in which the artist and 

subsequently the viewer are exposed to the given theme.”79 Each individual fragment in 

the unified montage ceases to have an isolated meaning when the parts combine to form a 

whole. Filmmakers in Weimar Germany also took up theories from Gestalt psychology to 

formulate their works. For example, Gestalt theories of memory and perception translated 

into the Weimar film. This was epitomized by the theory and work of Rudolph Arnheim, 

who studied Gestalt psychology under Max Wertheimer and Wolfgang Köhler at the 

University of Berlin and applied these studies to film.80 Gestalt psychology was key to 

the formulation of montage techniques in both the Weimar and Soviet context. 

It was Sergei Eisenstein himself who connected the theory of cinematic montage 

directly to memory. Utilizing his knowledge of psychology, Eisenstein understood 

montage—the juxtaposition of elements to produce new concepts and meanings—as a 

pervasive aspect of life that was not particular to the cinema; montage also extended to 

operations of the mind. Eisenstein compares memory to montage straightforwardly by 
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providing a personal experience arising from everyday life. The quotidian event is 

detailed as his predicament in discerning, and remembering, the numbered streets of New 

York City and how the creation of a memory-image assisted in this endeavor. Regarding 

Forty-Second Street, his recall of the street began by “enumerating the whole chain of 

characteristic elements” that pertained to that street, but he had not obtained a “true 

perception of the street because the various elements had not yet been consolidated into a 

single image.”81 Eisenstein’s claim is that his recollected image arose through the process 

of aggregation; these separate elements came together to form a mental construct as a 

collated image, a whole, rather than a chain of images. The necessity for the whole 

further connects his ideas about memory to the psychological theorization that was 

common to Gestalt notions of memory formation. Eisenstein continues, “In one way or 

another, the series of ideas is built up in the perception and consciousness into a whole 

image, storing up the separate elements. We have seen that in the process of remembering 

there are two very essential stages: the first is the assemblage of the image, while the 

second consists in the result of this assembly and its significance for the memory.”82 

Montage, according to Eisenstein, mirrors the thought process in the sense that thinking 

is an arrangement of information and a linking of various parts into something 

comprehensible and significant. Eisenstein’s concept of a consolidated memory-image 

will be useful to comprehending Heartfield’s photomontages as amalgamated images 
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mirroring memory distortion, since the recollection of multiple memory fragments 

converge to form a single mental-image.  

Eisenstein theorized five methods of montage: metric, rhythmic, tonal, overtonal, 

and intellectual. Overtonal montage combines metric, rhythmic, and tonal montage to 

produce an effect greater than the sum of its parts. However, it is Eisenstein’s formulation 

of intellectual montage that will elucidate Heartfield’s method of photomontage. 

Intellectual montage is the process of connecting separate images, often dissimilar ones, 

to form a complex idea in the mind of the viewer. The formulation of intellectual 

montage was also tied to psychological processes. In his 1929 essay, “The 

Cinematographic Principle and the Ideogram,” Eisenstein discusses ideograms as 

analogous to film montage. He provides the example of a picture of an eye combined 

with a picture for water which signifies “to weep,” or an ear and a door signifying “to 

listen.”83 He states, “It is exactly what we do in the cinema, combining shots that are 

depictive, single in meaning, neutral in content-into intellectual contexts and series.”84 He 

continues, “The simple combination of two or three details of a material kind yields a 

perfectly finished representation of another kind—psychological.”85 Furthermore, 

Eisenstein takes a dialectical approach to montage by arguing that “montage is an idea 

that arises from the collision of independent shots.”86 At the heart of the montage 
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technique in early twentieth-century leftist production was an understanding of the 

dialectical approach to images. 

The artist informed by Marxist theory thinks dialectically and views reality as a 

succession of clashes between entities; nothing is isolated. Eisenstein opens his essay on 

the dialectical approach to film by connecting Marxist dialectics to cognitive processes. 

He states, “The projection of the dialectic system of things into the brain, into creating 

abstractly, into the process of thinking, yields: dialectic methods of thinking; dialectical 

materialism—PHILOSPHY. The projection of the same system of things, while creating 

concretely, while giving form, yields: ART.87 The montaged memory-image theorized by 

Eisenstein, and depicted by Heartfield as we will see, is a creation arising from dialectic 

thinking.  

Similarly, the dialectical image as theorized by Walter Benjamin was rooted in 

ideas about montage and memory. In fact, The Arcades Project itself functioned as a 

historical montage through a series of literary fragments.88 Keeping in line with the 

methods of montage previously outlined, Benjamin maintained that the purpose of 

montage “is to assemble large-scale constructions out of the smallest and most precisely 

cut components. Indeed, to discover in the analysis of the small individual moment the 

crystal of the total event.”89 As we have seen in both photomontage and film montage, 

Heartfield and Eisenstein cut out individual components and then assembled them to 
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present us with the “total event.” Furthermore, for Benjamin, “the aim of the dialectical 

image is to retrieve an object, practice or figure from obscurity. Its rearrangement in a 

new constellation offers the possibility of its transfiguration.”90 The dialectical image 

arises from the interconnection between memories and is evident in advertising images 

(image-plus-text advertising). An example of a dialectical image is Benjamin’s 

recollection of a Bullrich Salt advertisement.91 The advertising image, as commodity, sets 

off the work of memory. According to Max Pensky, for Benjamin, the commodity 

functions as a “mnemonic trigger for a vortex of memory, a confusion of time that 

permits an entire age, like the span of a single life, to appear transfigured.”92  

 

 

Sigfried Kracauer and the Memory-Image  

 

 

Weimar critical theorist Sigfried Kracauer viewed the fragmentation of society 

and history as a disintegrating process that required redemption by means of 

consolidation and wholeness. In “Gestalt und Zerfall” (1925), Kracauer states: “The new 

shape [das gestaltete] cannot be lived unless the disintegrated particles are gathered and 
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carried along.”93 In this essay Kracauer used terms from the contemporaneous field of 

Gestalt psychology, and it is well known that members of the Frankfurt School were 

close to the developments in this field of psychology.94 The Gestalt whole or “the new 

shape” consists of “disintegrated” fragments that must be assembled. Similarly, this line 

of argumentation mirrors the longing for wholeness characteristic of Gestalt psychology 

and echoes Kurt Koffka’s desire “to reintegrate our world which has fallen to pieces.”95 

Furthermore, Kracauer “evokes the fallen world through images of petrification and 

mortification, of detritus, fragments… these traces have to be preserved and interpreted 

so that, when the great break occurs, the world can be redeemed in as complete a shape as 

possible.”96 By interpreting this analysis in terms of Gestalt psychology, it can be said 

that the individual memory traces require redemption by Gestalt laws of organization and 

consolidation. Kracauer assessed that “memory is multiply under threat… challenged 

technologically by modern inventions that counter memory, even as they appear to aid 

it.”97 The modern invention that Kracauer was referring to is the photographic image; a 

technologically produced image representing a disintegrated unity that remains 
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“unredeemed.”98 In his essay on photography, published in the Frankfurter Zeitung two 

years later, Kracauer’s conception of the redemptive memory-image was such a gestalt; 

one that favors meaningful wholes over disintegrated parts.  

Sigfried Kracauer, more so than Eisenstein, connects montage to a distorted 

memory-image in a methodical manner. In his “Photography” (1927) essay, Kracauer 

differentiates between unmediated photographic representation and montaged images 

resembling what he called “memory-images” when he stated that these images “are at 

odds with photographic representation.”99 It is worth mentioning and striking that 

Kracauer fails to directly address the medium of photomontage in his essay and focuses 

instead on the mainstream illustrated magazine, concluding his essay with film montage. 

This is unusual considering that photomontage—a medium widely utilized in poster art 

and illustrated magazines—was very prevalent within the Weimar context, in both the 

political and advertising arena, and a perfect analogue to the memory-image.100 

Nevertheless, Kracauer opens his essay with an example of the photograph of a film diva 

appearing on the cover of an illustrated magazine. Kracauer brings up the disjuncture 

between the memory-image of this woman in the minds of people who knew her and the 

photographed image. When the film diva’s grandchildren attempt to recollect memories 

of their grandmother vis-à-vis the photograph, they are “urged to believe that it is the 
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fragmentarily remembered ancestor whom they encounter in the photograph.”101 His 

point is that the photographic image alone tells one close to nothing: it is a temporally 

isolated and inherently empty sign which fails to incorporate historical or external 

information that would render the image meaningful. Instead, it is the convergence and 

consolidation of fragmentary memories that the children possess which work to 

reconstruct the image of their grandmother and provide significance. According to 

Kracauer, “Memory does not pay much attention to dates it skips years or stretches 

temporal distance.”102 Memory is a distortion of events that condenses and stretches 

various parts. It would be the distorted memory-image of their grandmother, rather than 

the photograph, that the grandchildren would connect with.  

A defining difference between photography and memory is that the former 

stockpiles the elements of nature, whereas the latter is highly selective. Kracauer follows 

his discussion of the film diva by linking historicist thinking to photography and its desire 

for photography of time; a historicist film, he claims, would “be a giant film depicting the 

temporally interconnected events from every vantage point.”103 This is in sharp contrast 

to the selective nature of memory, which encompasses “neither the entire spatial 

appearance of a state of affairs nor its entire temporal course.”104 Memory, which is 

selective, is similar to photomontage in that both condense information without regard to 

spatial or temporal coherence. Photomontage functions to reconcile the photograph as an 
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empty sign with the coded memory process which is full of significance and meaning 

through its discriminating selections. Kracauer designates the montaged memory-image 

as the “last image,” a constructed grouping of mental fragments that contains only truth-

value and is the result of a liberated consciousness: 

All memory-images are bound to be reduced to this type of image, which may 

rightly be called the last image, since in it alone does the unforgettable persevere. 

The last image of a person is that person’s actual “history.” In this history, all 

characteristics and determinations that do not relate in a significant sense to the 

truth intended by a liberated consciousness drop out. How a person represents this 

history does not depend purely on his or her natural constitution nor on the 

pseudo-coherence of his or her individuality; thus only fragments of these assets 

are included in his or her history. This history is like a monogram that condenses 

the name into a single graphic figure that is meaningful as an ornament.105 

I would like to propose that this “last image” is analogous to the memory-image in the 

form of a political photomontage. In the photomontage, there is a representation of 

history converging into a single image saturated with meaning that possesses the ability 

to condense and distort a wide array of historical material and information. Only those 

elements which “relate in a significant sense to the truth” that is meant to be conveyed are 

included in this image. Eisenstein also states that in memory retrieval one “does not call 

up completed pictures, but the decisive and determining properties of these pictures.”106 

Furthermore, the monogram is a useful analogy to the montaged image. A 

monogrammatic design combines the initials of an individual’s full name to form a sign 

which is a condensation of elements into something meaningful. Kracauer noted that 
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“memory-images enlarge themselves into monograms of the remembered life.”107 Lastly, 

rather than viewing the “last image” as only possessing personal significance, as is the 

case with the monogram and the individual memory-image, Kracauer’s notion of the 

liberated consciousness must be extended to the whole of a liberated society if one is to 

comprehend the importance of the political photomontages of John Heartfield. Therefore, 

Kracauer understood memory-images as assembled images containing only that which is 

significant for mnemonic purposes.  

Within the Weimar culture of illustrated magazines, there existed different ways 

of representing aspects of society through photographs, some more critical than others. 

Popular magazines merely stockpiled information with transcriptive photographs and this 

is what Kracauer found fault with. Popular magazines contrasted significantly with the 

political photomontages that appeared in illustrated magazines such as the AIZ. With 

reference to the illustrated magazine, Kracauer states that “the flood of photos sweeps 

away the dams of memory.”108 As historian of photography, Andrés Mario Zervigón has 

explained, “Such an abundance of unfiltered visual data… threatens to ‘sweep away’ the 

filtering ‘dams’ of selection that make human memory possible.”109 The mass of 

photographs presented within the pages of the illustrated magazine fail to create a 

meaningful montage of events. The images are mere likenesses without regard for the 

object’s history; the photographic present as opposed to compilations of history and 

memory. Kracauer continues: “The blizzard of photographs betrays an indifference 
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toward what things mean.”110 This negation of meaning renders mass media photographs 

as pure spectacle.   

Instead, Kracauer argues that photography should function like film. Film, as 

montage, must stir up the elements of nature and sort them since daily life is fragmentary 

and jumbled as well. As a Weimar-era photomonteur, John Heartfield responded to the 

fragmentary nature of reality and memory by constructing photomontages which gathered 

various elements and combined them to make sense of a disjointed historical moment. In 

addition, Kracauer noted that the mental-image was translated into the montaged image: 

“At the level of the symbol what is thought is what is contained in the image.”111 

Montage works to “stir up the elements of nature” as in film and “combines parts and 

segments to create strange constructs.”112 Heartfield’s photomontages were such strange 

constructs. Montage also mirrors mental processes of meaning-making when several 

memory fragments are reorganized into a coherent whole with significance for the subject 

and society. For example, rather than depict Adolf Hitler as he appeared in mass 

disseminated press photographs, Heartfield would often present his audience with a 

hybridized version of Hitler in which historical events and connoted meanings became a 

part of the dictator’s image. Thus, the memory-image is a constructed whole that is 

analogous to film montage and photomontage. 
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The Correlation Between Film Montage and Photomontage 

 

 

Both German and Soviet film theorists viewed photomontage and film montage as 

analogous mediums; the former as an extension of the latter. As one of the first artists to 

utilize the medium of photomontage, and one of the founders of Berlin Dada, Raoul 

Hausmann described photomontage as “static film” in a speech he delivered in 1931 at 

the Fotomontage exhibition in Berlin.113 The Russian writer Sergei Tretyakov, author of 

the first John Heartfield monograph (1936), maintained that film was the “cradle of 

photomontage.”114 For Sergei Eisenstein there was no difference between film montage 

and other forms of montage. Film theorist Walter Dadek has argued in favor of this 

analogous relationship between the two mediums and has put Eisenstein’s views on 

montage succinctly: 

[Montage] is therefore not confined exclusively to film. It is merely a technical 

term for a compositional problem that arises in the same way in film as it does in 

literature and the fine arts. Thus, Eisenstein comes to the correct conclusion in 

one of his later essays… that the 'montage principle in film is merely a sectorial 

application of the general montage principle.' The view that editing is something 

special, something peculiar to the art of film, or that it is cutting that confirms the 

uniqueness of the film is thereby omitted. In this respect – and this is the most 

elementary aspect of the composition issue – there is no difference between the 

cinematographic art and the narrative and visual arts.115  
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Therefore, the discussion of photomontage by looking to the theorization of film montage 

by writers who shared these views is apropos in this context. I would argue that the 

psychological effects of Soviet film montage were meant to form a photomontage-like 

image in the viewer’s mind and the development of film montage in Weimar Germany 

mirrors those developments in the Soviet Union. 

Montage as a film editing technique arose in the film schools of Soviet Russia and 

“the theoretical basis of montage was first put into practice––hardly surprisingly––in the 

art of film, a medium rooted in photography.”116 Following the October Bolshevik 

Revolution of 1917 there was a shortage of film stock in the country, which prompted the 

students of the Moscow Film School (the school that Eisenstein attended) to appropriate 

the few films they had at their disposal and reedit them to produce new meanings. This 

editing technique, pioneered by Lev Kuleshov in the late teens and early 1920s, is known 

as the Kuleshov effect.117 What Eisenstein would later formulate as the ideogram, 

Kuleshov demonstrated in his manipulations of American films such as D. W. Griffith’s 

The Birth of the Nation (1915) and Intolerance (1916). An example of these early 

experiments in montage by Kuleshov involves the reconstruction of scenes from 

Intolerance [figure 2.1]. The juxtaposition of a bowl of soup and a pensive man signifies 

hunger, while an image of a coffin followed by the same man signifies sadness. Faith in 

the technique depends on the idea that two images viewed in conjunction evoke 

intellectual concepts and mental images.  
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Figure 2.1. An example of the Kuleshov effect, montaged scenes  

from D.W. Griffith’s Intolerance. 

 

 

 

While the montaged elements in a film do not converge into a single image 

proper, as in a photomontage, they are nevertheless meant to be viewed as a unified 

whole within the mind, regardless of how distinct they might be. As demonstrated above, 

montage is not a “restrictive term” and “does not confine itself to film.”118 The effects 

produced by viewing a photomontage may be experienced in film and vice versa. 

Furthermore, “The term ‘montage’ may also be used to describe the result of separating 

and then reassembling fragments from an aesthetic creation that sees itself as a whole in 
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terms of its pictorial structure. It is this an ‘assembled’ creation, an aesthetic product 

consisting of heterogeneous elements.”119 Similarly, Lev Kuleshov “used sequences of 

montage that were dramatic examples of the kind of contextual effects that could be 

expected on the basis of Gestalt theory.”120 Kuleshov also considered that “under the 

powerful influence of montage, the spectator perceives an intentionally created 

Gestalt.”121 As argued in the previous chapter, photomontage is also a “created Gestalt” 

where each successive piece of montage material connects to the appended piece. Even 

though the images might be of a completely different type, intellectual montage 

maintains that the fragments are meant to be understood as a whole. The film montage of 

Eisenstein did not follow film conventions of the time, those of continuity editing to 

match reality. Take one of Eisenstein’s famous montage sequences from Battleship 

Potemkin (1925), the sequences alternate between text and image as intertitles follow 

photographed action (connecting to Heartfield’s utilization of appended text to 

photographed images). One such sequence is the three montaged shots of lion sculptures 

that converge to form an intellectual effect, of waking from slumber [figure 2.2]; this is a 

whole which the viewer constructs in his mind. 

 

                                                      
119 Ibid. 
120 Michael Wertheimer and Brett King, Max Wertheimer and Gestalt Theory (New Brunswick: 

Transaction Publishers, 2005), 167. 
121 Ronald Levaco, Kuleshov on Film (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1974), 7. 
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Figure 2.2. Sergei Eisenstein, three successive shots  

in Battleship Potemkin, 1925. 
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Sabine Kriebel points to Heartfield’s AIZ production (from 1929-1939) as 

signaling a point where the artist switches from an aesthetic of rupture to one of suture. 

For Kriebel, suture in photomontage produces psychological effects in the beholder due 

to its disturbingly realistic representation.122 Like Kriebel, Eisenstein also pointed to the 

psychological effects of montage. Kriebel, however, does not tie Heartfield’s sutured AIZ 

photomontages to the psychological aspects of memory and memory distortion. As I 

argued in the previous chapter, the powerful aspects of the political photomontage lie in 

its analogous relationship to memory. Kriebel ponders what a sutured photomontage 

might be suggestive of, if ruptured photomontages suggest trauma.123 I would argue, as 

Kriebel would, that Heartfield’s AIZ photomontages suggest the opposite of trauma: 

mending or healing. Heartfield’s goal was to depict a clear and sutured reality, not 

through fragmentation but through his mature phase of photomontage production (this 

phase commencing with his book jacket photomontages and culminating with his AIZ 

photomontages). Kriebel states: “Paradoxically, during this moment of crisis. Heartfield’s 

photomontages propagate fictions of wholeness, of the world as concrete and continuous 

reality.”124 Photomontage mirrors film montage as described by Eisenstein and vice 

versa. The defining difference is that Heartfield consolidates the montage elements into a 

single image that incorporates text and photograph. Heartfield’s work gives shape to the 
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unified mental image which the viewer can only imagine in the film montage (under the 

influence of intellectual montage). 

 

 

John Heartfield’s Memory-Images  

 

 

In consideration of these observations from the film montage and critical theory 

of the early twentieth-century, what exactly is the photomonteur doing to mirror the 

structure of memory as theorized by Eisenstein and Kracauer? The photomontage artist’s 

method of construction consists of clipping away at various photographic elements, 

which contain both personal and societal significance, and re-positioning these 

decontextualized pieces to form a new symbolic image. In the process, meaning is 

clarified as the "garbage”––the multitude of possible connotations of any photographic 

image––that Kracauer theorized is clipped away; reduced to the single message desired 

by the artist or filmmaker. 

Photography, left unmediated, is devoid of the potency that memory-images can 

offer. Bertolt Brecht, arguing along the same lines as Kracauer, maintained that 

unmediated photographs lack specific meaning or revolutionary potential: “The situation 

is complicated by the fact that less than ever does the mere ‘reproduction of reality’ say 

anything about reality. A photograph of the Krupp works or the AEG reveals next to 

nothing about these institutions.” He continues, “The reification of human relations, the 
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factory, for example no longer discloses those relations. So there is indeed ‘something to 

construct,’ something ‘artificial,’ ‘invented.’”125 Photomontage was just this constructed 

invention Brecht was calling for, which would disclose the truth with regard to history 

and human relations. Brecht’s example of the Krupp works photograph calls to mind the 

photographs that Heartfield appropriated in his work, specifically the images of Adolf 

Hitler at a rally in the Lustgarten in Berlin. Indeed, a mere photograph of Hitler speaking 

at a rally in Berlin says almost nothing about the backdoor dealings in which major 

German institutions (such as the financial and military ones) were backing the Nazi party 

financially during elections. Therefore, Heartfield understood the need to distort these 

images to reveal the “truth” behind appearances. 

Heartfield would often infuse photographs of Hitler with supplementary 

information that aimed at revealing the meaning he wanted to make known. One such 

meaning was Hitler’s ties to, and the Nazi party’s funding by, powerful institutions. Even 

though Heartfield’s photomontages were clearly artificial and constructed, they 

nonetheless spoke to very real historical circumstances. According to Jost Hermand, 

“Granted, Heartfield’s photomontages exaggerated many aspects of German fascism and 

its inextricable relationship with capitalism. But there is always a hidden truth in such 

pictures – especially in the field of critical satires that cannot do without these 

exaggerations in order to stir up public interests.”126 Adolf Hitler as signifier contains 

these connotations and Hitler’s financial backing by the business elite during the election 

                                                      
125 Bertolt Brecht, Brecht on Film and Radio, trans. Marc Silberman (London: Methuen, 2000), 164-5. 
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cycles is well documented. Prior to Hitler becoming Chancellor in 1933 Hitler was vying 

for the support of Germany’s major institutions, be it the Army or the financial sector. 

During the various election cycles of the early 1930s the Nazi party “needed large sums 

to finance election campaigns, pay the bill for its widespread and intensified propaganda, 

meet the payroll of hundreds of full-time officials and maintain the private armies of the 

S.A. and the S.S..”127 Heartfield appropriated images of Nazi officials, which in their 

unmediated photographic state were meant to paint them in a sympathetic light and 

function as propaganda, and reimagined them to reveal the true intentions of the Nazi 

party. His works incorporated these unseen aspects hidden from the public. Snapshots of 

an event, such as the Hitler press photographs, lack the characteristics of a memory-

image. For Kracauer, “In a photograph, a person’s history is buried as if under a layer of 

snow.”128 On the other hand, a memory-image of the same photographed subject, by 

Kracauer’s standards, would include additional fragments that would disclose the 

person’s history. According to Esther Leslie, “Photography shows only the surface of a 

person,” whereas “the image that flashes into memory is a whole image of the person.”129 

Unmediated press photographs might lead one to think that millions do in fact stand 

behind Hitler, if one is looking at the masses in the crowd as a sign of this. However, 

John Heartfield’s photomontages negate this sort of positive connotation by depicting 

Adolf Hitler as beholden only to special interests; the special interests stand behind him, 

                                                      
127 William L. Shirer, The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich: A History of Nazi Germany (New York: Simon 
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not the masses. Heartfield’s photomontages ward off the loss of meaning by functioning 

as distorted works that are full of the significance inherent in memory-images. These are 

images that disclose the “truth” of an individual.  

 

 

 
Figure 2.3. Adolf Hitler at a rally in the Lustgarten in Berlin, April 4, 1932. 
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Figure 2.4. Adolf Hitler at a rally in the Lustgarten in Berlin, (alternate view), April 4, 1932.    

 

 

 

Two of Heartfield’s best-known satirical photomontages from 1932 are useful to 

the discussion of photomontage as analogous to a distorted memory-image. They are 

Adolf the Superman, Swallows Gold and Spouts Rubbish and The Meaning of the Hitler 

Salute. These works will be compared to Nazi press photographs, such as the various 

shots of Adolf Hitler at a rally in the Lustgarten in Berlin on April 4, 1932 [figures 2.3 

and 2.4], that were appropriated by John Heartfield to construct his coded and rhetorical 

political photomontages. These constructed works aimed to anchor the meaning of these 

press photographs of Hitler with appended photographic elements and captions to 

produce a memory-image of lasting significance, which reshape the way Hitler is 

remembered. Heartfield adapts the montage techniques cultivated in the Soviet film, 
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namely the Kuleshov effect, to change the meaning of the photographs he appropriates. 

These penetrating works aimed to reveal that which was concealed by Nazi press 

propaganda and gave the photographs new meanings by situating them within a historical 

context that the photograph alone does not bring to the fore. The process of memory 

formation connects to Heartfield’s photomontage method since “memories are 

necessarily superimposed on one another… as a ‘memory’ of a particular event always 

contains some influence from other memories.”130 Likewise, photographic fragments 

within a photomontage are superimposed onto one another. Heartfield’s memory of Hitler 

is influenced by the concurrent ideas that he associates with the dictator.  

Functioning as memorable didactic images, Heartfield wanted to reach the 

working class using potent memory-images. According to Jost Hermand, “Heartfield’s 

anti-Hitlerian satires––in which Hitler is exposed as a puppet in the hands of powerful 

industrialists seeking to suppress working-class rebellion and to further profitable 

military aggression––served an important function especially with regard to countering 

the effects of media-based manipulation of less educated people by the upper classes.”131 

This exposé aspect of his work served as counter-propaganda by fixing the images with 

appended content and a specific meaning meant to educate the masses. The unmediated 

image was susceptible to manipulation at the hands of the mass media which had the 

potential to skew public opinion in favor of fascist ideology. Heartfield viewed his 
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process as crucial to stalling this. By including the historical context of Hitler’s 

corruption, Heartfield revealed underlying meanings and “truths.”  

Heartfield’s photomontages also functioned like ideograms, as theorized by 

Eisenstein. The photograph of Hitler delivering a speech in Berlin is transformed through 

its juxtaposition with other photographic elements into a coded message meant to educate 

and agitate. In Heartfield’s Adolf the Superman, Swallows Gold and Spouts Rubbish 

[figure 2.5] the appropriated image of Hitler speaking at a rally [figure 2.4] is 

superimposed with an x-ray image of Hitler’s internal workings. As discussed in the 

preceding sections, Kracauer understood memory-images as the organization of memory 

traces. When referring to the photograph of the film diva, Kracauer stated that “one could 

just as well imagine a different organization of these elements.”132 In the same manner, 

Heartfield imagines a different way to organize the elements around his image of Hitler, 

which renders it significant for didactic purposes. Hitler is swallowing the money given 

to him by financial institutions and spouts back what they want him to say as their 

puppet; this is meant to signal the favoring of the interests of powerful institutions rather 

than the people. This is a method of montage very reminiscent of the Soviet experiments 

in film appropriation and Eisenstein’s method of intellectual ideograms. The ideogram of 

Hitler is a photograph of Hitler amalgamated with a stack of currency, that in 

conjunction, signify corruption and special interests. In addition, as if to anchor the 

meaning of his photographic constructions, Heartfield appended text directly onto the 

photomontage. The Meaning of the Hitler Salute functions similarly. A towering figure, 
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functioning as a sign of the wealthy financial sector, places money onto the outspread 

saluting hand of Hitler; the sign of the Nazi salute is subverted to connote the handing 

over of financial support for the party. 

 

 
Figure 2.5. John Heartfield, Adolf the Superman, Swallows  

Gold and Spouts Rubbish, 1932. 

 

 

 

Further functioning in the manner of an ideogram, John Heartfield’s most 

powerful photomontages consisted of the sort of montage combination characteristic of 

ideograms; photographic clipping A and photographic clipping B juxtaposed to form a 

symbolic whole which produces a psychological effect in the viewer. Another well-
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known photomontage such as The Meaning of Geneva [figure 2.6] combined two images 

“single in meaning,” an image of a dove and an image of a bayonet, to signify fascism. In 

montage, there is a connection of separate parts and the viewer is presented with pieces of 

information which must be assembled psychologically.  

 

 
Figure 2.6. John Heartfield, The Meaning of Geneva, 1932. 

 

 

 

Heartfield’s dialectical photomontage process worked to replace the meaning that 

isolated memory traces contained by forming a new memory-image. In this way, one 

forgets the origins of the old memory trace and replaces it with the consolidated memory-
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image that is full of meaning and significance in political terms. How does a Heartfield 

photomontage function dialectically? In Marxist dialectics, a thesis is connected to an 

antithesis, and the tension between these forces results in a synthesis. The photomontage 

connects conflicting parts and forms a synthesis, an innovative whole with constructed 

meaning. Returning to Heartfield’s ideogram in The Meaning of Geneva, the conflicting 

images of a dove and bayonet combine to produce a synthesized meaning. As a 

communist committed to Marxist dialects, Heartfield maintained that “every scrap of 

printed paper, every line of print, every book cover must help in the great struggle, for the 

only way that can save us is the way shown to us by the Communist Party.”133 

Photomontage was the “preferred idiom of the revolutionary Left, since it visibly 

reconstructed the represented world order, making dialectical relations manifest.”134 

Heartfield’s image-plus-text photomontages should be understood as dialectical images 

which function as a constellation of fused fragments mirroring the constellation of 

memory work.  
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Conclusion 

 

 

 

My interpretation of the shift witnessed in Heartfield’s photomontage production 

following his Dada period, from an aesthetic of fragmentation to one of suture and 

wholeness, is rooted in early twentieth-century theories of memory formation. These 

theories range from diverse fields such as cognitive psychology, advertising psychology, 

and Gestalt psychology to both film and critical theory. This study has demonstrated the 

interconnectedness of these various schools of thought and montage practice if one 

considers that memory formation involves the construction of various parts into a unified 

whole; a whole that transforms the meaning of the individual parts viewed separately. 

This transformation is one that distorts memory traces and results in a new memory-

image that is full of significance. My decision to analyze Heartfield’s work within this 

framework is based on the striking similarity between a photomontage and a memory-

image. Psychologists, writers, and artists throughout Europe shared this understanding of 

memory and this resulted in a culture that comprehended memory in these terms. It was 

within this discursive and cultural space that John Heartfield developed as a 

photomonteur.  

Weimar Germany and the Soviet Union during the interwar period were places 

saturated by the influence of psychology; science often blended into cultural theory and 

practice. The affinity between Weimar and Soviet montage theory was apparent in the 
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shared interest in psychology. Sigfried Kracauer and Sergei Eisenstein were two theorists 

that, while working outside of the field of psychology, understood scientific processes 

and incorporated this into their work. These theorists were scientifically informed and 

understood the correlation between montage and memory. Their formulations of 

memory-images and ideograms connect with Heartfield’s work. Therefore, the 

photomontage as memory-image is best understood through both film montage and 

scientific studies on memory. 

This thesis set out to demonstrate that John Heartfield’s photomontages are 

effective precisely because they mirror the structure of memory and by arguing that the 

political and persuasive strength of Heartfield’s photomontages lie in their connection to 

the science of the memory-image. Whether as a student of advertising and design or as a 

seasoned photomonteur, Heartfield utilized strategies that were informed by psychology. 

His works mirror distorted memory-images and photomontage as analogous to memory 

processes will assist in comprehending the way that a Heartfield photomontage changes 

the meaning of individual parts to construct a unified meaning. I hope to expand the 

scholarship on Heartfield and offer the possibility for a new approach and understanding 

of his work. 
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